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Editor’s note
Dear Readers,  

We’re living in an extra ordinary times. When we published our last 
edition, didn’t even think in our wildest dreams that we shall be 
facing the times of a pandemic like COVID-19. The world is going 
through a rough and challenging period, there’s so much at stake. 
In these tough times, everyone is fighting for the survival. We hope 
the things come back to normalcy very soon and the we come out 
stronger from this phase. Be Kind and help the needy ones at your 
best.  

Talking about the latest edition of The InSe Journal, it is special in 
many ways. The TIJ team is excited to inform you that we have 
completed 2 years this month. It still looks like a dream and a 
matter of yesterday. This has been a long, exciting and exhaustive 
journey but the love of our readers have kept us going and helped 
us to grow better. The InSe Journal was started for spreading the 
knowledge and awareness about the information security domain. 
We have been doing since its inception and keep bettering 
ourselves. We are committed to bring the best possible content for 
our readers.  

I would like to thank all the contributing writers, reviewers and the 
bunch of people who have helped The InSe Journal grow. It is 
result of hard-work and efforts these folks have put into. I hope the 
same will continue and we will keep our game up with every 
passing day. Talking with the experts section is something readers 
have liked the most and I want to express my sincere thanks to the 
experts who have featured in the magazine and graced it via 
sharing their thoughts and journey.  

This edition is filled with knowledge as always and we hope you 
like it. For queries and feedbacks, The InSe Journal website is open 
for you 24*7. You know where you can find the latest instalment of 
the magazine. Don’t you? Yep, on Amazon kindle and 
insejournal.co.in Stay Home, Stay Safe and Enjoy reading TIJ! 

Cheers, 
Ashish Chhatani 
Founder- The InSe Journal
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Cryptojacking: From Start Till Prevention 

Cryptojacking (a.k.a malicious crypto mining) is an emanating online 
commination that hides on a computer or mobile device and utilizes’ the 
machine’s resources to mine different forms of online funds known as 
cryptocurrencies. It is a type which can compromise different types of devices, 
from laptop to desktops, to mobile phones (smartphone) and network, serves, as 
well as take over web browsers. 

Just like most of the malicious attacks on public computing, the motive behind 
Cryptojacking is also profit. Unlike other attacks, Cryptojacking stays 
camouflaged from the user. 

What is Cryptojacking?


These are the type of currencies that exist only in the online form with no 
physical presence whatsoever. The popularity of such online currencies increased 
for multiple ease factors like forward-looking design, anonymity and widening 
potential. One of the initial and most successful forms of cryptocurrency is 
known as Bitcoin which gained momentum and ultimate popularity wherein the 
price for 1 Bitcoin during 2009 (the year it was founded) was almost nothing, in 
2010 each Bitcoin valued $0.003 and in just 7 years the price for one Bitcoin 
skyrocketed to ~$20,000. Bitcoin’s triumph encouraged the creation of a bunch of 
other cryptocurrencies. People worldwide today use this currency for several 
reasons from buying and selling things to investments. Basically, cryptocurrencies 
are a line of codes that are converted from electricity. 

Cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin do not have any record or overseen by the 
government. They do not even have a centralized system. It is simultaneously 
handled in numerous mimeographed databases across millions of systems that 
do not belong to one common person or organization with the help of a network. 
This makes the owners and their cryptocurrencies anonymous in all instances. 

Now, coming back to Cryptojacking! 

More about the online money
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Hackers involved in Cryptojacking aka, Cryptojackers, have more than one way to 
get into the system. The first and easiest way is a method that uses the 
mechanism of a classical malware attack.  The user clicks on a malicious link and 
the crypto mining code loads directly onto the computer, post which the 
Cryptojackers work from the backend to mine the cryptocurrency completely 
hidden from the user. 

The second way to into the system is by using a technique known as drive-by 
crypto mining. This approach involves embedding a snippet of JavaScript code 
into a web page which is similar to the malicious advertising exploit. After 
embedding the code snippet, crypto mining is performed on user machines 
visiting these web pages. 

In the initial stages of drive-by crypto mining, a barter system, also termed as a 
fair exchange was established that the visitors would be allowed to access the 
web page contents free of cost if the users let the Cryptojackers use their 
computers for crypto mining. Though not a safe option, this sort of attack had its 
benefits like transparency along with the advantage that when the user quit 
accessing the page, the computer was released as the crypto mining code was 
shut down. This was a hopeful theory that was believed were followed. Yet, there 
was always the risk of the integrity of the cryptojackers. 

With the advent of time, versions of more malicious drive-by crypto mining came 
along which does not ask for the users’ permission; instead, the code is 
continuously run long after the user exits the site. This type of attack usually 
happens on sites that are already compromised by hackers. The code carefully 
uses sufficient resources of the system to prevail unnoticed. Conventionally, the 
page where the code resides is a pop-under which is very cleverly sized to fit 
either behind the clock or the taskbar of the users’ screen. 

Cryptojackers have also successfully infected Android mobile devices with the 
drive-by crypto mining attack which works with the same logic as that of 
computer devices. The attack can happen when the user’s access a site and they 
are redirected to another site that is infected which causes a persistent pop-under 
or even through an app downloaded where a Trojan is hidden. Unlike other cyber-
attacks, the crypto mining attack does not damage the users’ data nor the 
computer systems.  

Workflow behind Cryptojacking:


Cryptojacking: From Start Till Prevention 
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Be the attack locally on the system or through the browser, it is very burdensome 
to manually detect if the system is compromised or the reason/origin behind high 
usage of the CPU. To begin with, the first option of protection would be to block 
the JavaScript in the browser which the user uses to surf the web. Secondly, there 
are programs which block mining activities in popular browsers such as 
“MinerBlock” and “No Coin”. One of the best solutions would be to use 
comprehensive cybersecurity program like the Malwarebytes [2] (one of the 
examples). This program protects oneself from more than just crypto mining; it 
extends prevention towards malware, ransomware, etc. 

P.S: 

1. Certain times the Trojan hidden takes over the system so heinously that the life 
of the mobile devices is deteriorated faster than usual as the phone overheats, 
bulges the battery and eventually the phone is dead. 

2. Hackers prefer crypto mining over ransomware attack. 

Protection against Cryptojacking:


About the Author
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A new SCA kid on the block- OWASP Dependency Checker

The Equifax breach opened up eyes for the organisations which ignored the 
weakness that were in the third party libraries consumed in the product. The 
Organisations have started adopting the pro-active approach to reduce the 
attack surface and obviously save reputation from big fat breach. There are 
plenty of Vendors available in the market for tackling SCA flaws. Blackduck, 
Veracode, Snyk and few more have captured the market quite well and are well 
positioned. Though there’s this new kid on the block has arrived and guess 
what- It’s from OWASP. OWASP has released Dependency checker to tackle 
SCA flaws. Let’s take a look at it and see how beneficial it is.


OWASP Dependency Check- What, Why and 
How?

Dependency-Check is a Software Composition Analysis (SCA) tool that attempts 
to detect publicly disclosed vulnerabilities contained within a project’s 
dependencies. It does this by determining if there is a Common Platform 
Enumeration (CPE) identifier for a given dependency. If found, it will generate a 
report linking to the associated CVE entries.


The OWASP Top 10 2013 contains a new entry: A9-Using Components with 
Known Vulnerabilities. Dependency Check can currently be used to scan 
applications (and their dependent libraries) to identify any known vulnerable 
components.


AThe problem with using known vulnerable components was described very well 
in a paper by Jeff Williams and Arshan Dabirsiaghi titled, “Unfortunate Reality of 
Insecure Libraries”. The gist of the paper is that we as a development 
community include third party libraries in our applications that contain well 
known published vulnerabilities (such as those at the National Vulnerability 
Database.


Dependency-check has a command line interface, a Maven plugin, an Ant task, 
and a Jenkins plugin. The core engine contains a series of analyzers that inspect 
the project dependencies, collect pieces of information about the dependencies 
(referred to as evidence within the tool).
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The evidence is then used to identify the Common Platform Enumeration (CPE) for 
the given dependency. If a CPE is identified, a listing of associated Common 
Vulnerability and Exposure (CVE) entries are listed in a report. Other 3rd party 
services and data sources such as the NPM Audit API, the OSS Index, RetireJS, 
and Bundler Audit are utilised for specific technologies.

The checks performed by Dependency-Check might not be something that you 
want to run on every single build you perform during development, so we’ll 
introduce the plugin as a Maven profile:

<profiles> 
  <profile> 
    <id>owasp-dependency-check</id> 
    <build> 
      <plugins> 
        <plugin> 
          <groupId>org.owasp</groupId> 
          <artifactId>dependency-check-maven</artifactId> 
          <version>${dependency-check-maven.version}</version> 
          <executions> 
            <execution> 
              <goals> 
                <goal>check</goal> 
              </goals> 
            </execution> 
          </executions> 
        </plugin> 
      </plugins> 
    </build> 
  </profile> 
</profiles>

For the above snippet, you need to have the version of the plugin defined as a 
Maven property:

OWASP Dependency Check with Maven

A new SCA kid on the block- OWASP Dependency Checker
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You can now invoke the checks in your build by issuing:

mvn clean install -Powasp-depency-check 

Since this is the first time you run the Dependency-Check, it will need some time 
to fetch the vulnerabilities database and store it locally in your environment. This 
might take 5-15 minutes (subject to your Internet connection speed) but it only 
happens once. Subsequent builds will only fetch updates and thus be 
considerably faster.

Towards the end of Maven’s output you should see the output of the vulnerability 
analysis:

<properties> 
  <dependency-check-maven.version>5.3.0</dependency-check-
maven.version> 
</properties>

The analysis didn’t find any vulnerabilities since no external dependencies (other 
than the owasp-dependency-check itself) have been introduced into the 
project. Let’s include the vulnerable code.

A new SCA kid on the block- OWASP Dependency Checker
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As informed earlier, the primary source of vulnerabilities for the Dependency-
Check is the National Vulnerability Database (NVD). Let’s browse through the 
list of open Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVEs) for Spring-related 
reports:

There is plenty to choose from, so let’s pick one and introduce it into our 
pom.xml. We’re going here for Spring Core Maven artefact, version 
5.0.1.RELEASE from 2017:

<dependencies> 
  <dependency> 
    <groupId>org.springframework</groupId> 
    <artifactId>spring-core</artifactId> 
    <version>5.0.1.RELEASE</version> 
  </dependency> 
</dependencies>

Rebuild the code with mvn clean install -Powasp-depency-check

A new SCA kid on the block- OWASP Dependency Checker
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If you prefer to browse the detected vulnerabilities in your browser instead of 
the CLI, Dependency-Check creates an HTML report inside your target folder 
named dependency-check-report.html.You can remove the false positives as 
well.  
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The pandemic of COVID-19 has disrupted 
the world and cyber security is no exception 
in that. Attackers and hackers have started 
targeting users on the name of giving 
information about the updates for the 
pandemic. The data breaches have seen the 
surge in the numbers. The websites are 
formed to trap the users, ransom-wares are 
created to gain the privileges. Threat actors 
employed the previously-undetected 
PoetRAT Trojan in a Coronavirus-themed 
campaign aimed at government and energy 
sectors.  

Google has ousted 49 Chrome browser 
extensions from its Web Store that 
masqueraded as cryptocurrency wallets but 
contained malicious code to siphon off 
sensitive information and empty the digital 
currencies. The 49 browser add-ons, 
potentially the work of Russian threat actors, 
were identified (find the list here) by 
researchers from MyCrypto and PhishFort. 
Back in February, the company removed 500 
malicious extensions. they were caught 
serving adware and sending users' browsing 
activity to C2 servers under the control of 
attackers.

Corona Chaos continues  
haunting cybercrime industry

Google Chrome Extensions 
Caught Hijacking 

Cryptocurrency Wallets

The InSe News 
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Dell has released a new security tool for its 
commercial customers that aims to protect 
their computers from stealthy and 
sophisticated cyberattacks involving the 
compromise of the BIOS. the new endpoint 
security software is a behavior-based threat 
detection system that alerts users when BIOS 
settings of their computers undergo some 
unusual changes.The controls offered by 
SafeBIOS can quickly mitigate the risk of 
BIOS tampering by bringing them to your 
attention timely, allowing you to quarantine 
infected PCs. 

Cybersecurity researcher g0dmodule, 
Zoom video conferencing software for 
Windows is vulnerable to a classic 'UNC 
path injection' vulnerability that could 
allow remote attackers to steal victims' 
Windows login credentials and even execute 
arbitrary commands on their systems. attack 
scenario involves the SMBRelay technique 
that exploits the fact that Windows 
automatically exposes a user's login 
username and NTLM password hashes to a 
remote SMB server when attempting to 
connect and download a file hosted on it. 

A new utility to identify BIOS 
attack released by Dell

Zoom found itself 
surrounded by new 

vulnerabilities 
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PEASS

Privilege Escalation Awesome Scripts 

SUITE search for possible local privilege 
escalation paths that you could exploit and 
print them to you with nice colors so you 
can recognize the misconfigurations easily. 

GitHub: https://github.com/carlospolop/
privilege-escalation-awesome-scripts-suite 

HiddenEye is a modern Phishing Tool 

With Advanced Functionality including 
Android-Support. It has exciting set of 
features like Live attack, Mobile 
compatibility, Android support as 
mentioned above, Keylogger to name a 
few. It covers around 34 areas of phishing 
which is quite a coverage for a tool till 
date.Shopify, PayPal, Verizon, 
Cryptocurrency, Microsoft phishing are few 
ones to give an idea.  

GitHub: https://github.com/
DarkSecDevelopers/HiddenEye 

HiddenEye

The InSe TOOLS 
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SpiderFoot

SpiderFoot is a reconnaissance tool that 

automatically queries over 100 public data 
sources (OSINT) to gather intelligence on IP 
addresses, domain names, e-mail 
addresses, names and more. You simply 
specify the target you want to investigate, 
pick which modules to enable and then 
SpiderFoot will collect data to build up an 
understanding of all the entities and how 
they relate to each other. 

GitHub: https://github.com/smicallef/
spiderfoot 

NekoBot is an auto exploit tool to 

facilitate the penetration of one or many 
websites (Wordpress, Joomla, Drupal, 
Magento, Opencart,and Etc).  

GitHub: https://github.com/tegal1337/
NekoBotV1 

NekoBot
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5 Lakh+ Zoom accounts 
available for Sale on Dark Web

Uniswap and lendf.me hacked

Since the time of pandemic of Covid-19, Zoom 
has been in news for good and bad reasons. The 
market share and valuation has increased well for 
Zoom but on the other side, security 
vulnerabilities and breaches have put the zoom 
team in worrying state. In the latest event, it was 
found that more than 500K zoom accounts are 
available for sale on Dark Web. The huge trove 
of account credentials was not stolen by Zoom, 
instead, it appears the result of credentials 
stuffing that leverage records from third-party 
data breaches.

A big news has come up from the Uniswap 
and lend.me platform. Hackers have stolen 
more than $25 million in cryptocurrency from 
the Uniswap exchange and the Lendf.me 
lending platform. Attackers have chained a 
reentrancy vulnerability with other issues and 
legitimate features from different blockchain 
technologies to hack the platforms.Tokenlon 
has suspended its imBTC token as 
precautionary measure and blocked all new 
transactions. Both Uniswap and the Lendf.me 
have been taken down to prevent further 
attacks.
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39 million Aptoide app store 
users data breached

Hammersmith Medicines 
Research LTD faces breach- 

Maze Ransomware team briefs

A hacker has leaked this week details of 20 
million users of the Aptoide app store, the claims 
to have breached the store early this months and 
to be in possession of 39 million Aptoids user 
records. Leaked data includes personal details 
such as the email address, hashed password, real 
name, sign-up date, sign-up IP address, device 
details, and date of birth. The dump, a 
PostgreSQL export file, also contains technical 
information, including account status, sign-up 
tokens, developer tokens, and referral origin. 

A London based research company- 
Hammersmith Medicines Research LTD (HMR) 
declared a breach. The company carries out 
clinical trials for new medicines and that is on 
standby to perform live trials of Coronavirus 
vaccines.Attackers are targeting organizations in 
the healthcare industry via malspam campaigns 
using malicious attachments. The attachments used 
as lure appear to be sent by health and government 
agencies, they promise to provide information on 
the Coronavirus pandemic and the way to avoid 
the contagion. The research firm revealed that 
many of the government IDs exposed in the data 
breach have since expired. 

The breach story 
 Breach that made the headlines
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“The value of an idea lies in the using of it. ” 

         Thomas Edison
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